The emergence of patterns during multicellular development remains a central topic in biology. In particular, the role of signaling dynamics in governing patterning in space and time is still largely unknown. Timing of mesoderm patterning in vertebrate embryos is controlled by a molecular clock, which in mice is composed of signaling oscillations of the Notch, Wnt and FGF pathways While gain-and lossof-function experiments have traditionally been applied to study the function of signalling pathways in developing organisms, manipulation of the dynamics per se has been difficult to achieve.
To be able to functionally investigate signalling oscillations, we established a microfluidic system, which allows entrainment of endogenous signalling oscillations in the developing PSM to periodic application of pathway modulators. Combined with realtime imaging of dynamic signalling reporters this approach enables the functional dissection of complex dynamic signalling networks in a multicellular context.
Here, I will present our latest findings on the control of mouse segmentation by modulation of phase-shift between multiple oscillating signalling pathways. During development, the neural tube is partitioned into distinct domains of neural progenitors arrayed along the dorsal-ventral axis. These domains differentiate into distinct subtypes of neurons that form the spinal cord. Both the growth and patterning of these domains is dependent on the Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) morphogen gradient. This gradient feeds into an underlying transcription factor network involving cross-repressive interactions between Olig2, Nkx2-2 and Pax6. Previous work has shown that the nodes of this network, the transcription factors, play an essential role in establishing the position and size of progenitor domains. However, it remains unclear how each domain acquires a sharp boundary during development. To investigate this, we are testing the regulatory interactions that operate between each node of the transcription factor network. Focusing initially on Olig2, which demarcates motor neuron progenitors, we performed ATAC-seq to define the regulatory regions associated with expression of this factor as cells differentiate into motor neurons. We have investigated a key regulatory element, highlighted by this analysis, that lies upstream of the Olig2 transcriptional start site. Using CRISPR, we demonstrate that loss of this element in vitro ablates Olig2 expression in neural progenitors differentiated from embryonic stem cells. Further analysis in vitro and in vivo suggests that this regulatory region is required to establish a sharp boundary between motor neuron and adjacent progenitors. Morphological patterns of the body are established based on the region-specific gene expression. Once formed, they are maintained for life. However, the mechanism underlying such long-term maintenance remains elusive. The medaka mutant Double anal fin (Da), in which the morphology of the dorsal trunk (body shape, dorsal fin size, and pigmentation pattern) is ventralized in spite of normal early dorso-ventral (D-V) development, gives us crucial insights in to the mechanism of late D-V patterning in vertebrates. zic1, the responsible gene of Da, was found to regulate the dorsal specific morphology of the trunk. zic1 is expressed in the dorsal half of the somite, and remarkably, the expression persists throughout life in the dorsal half with a sharp boundary at the level of the notochord. We have addressed the cellular and molecular mechanisms of zic1-expression boundary formation in the medaka trunk.
Inhibition of Hedgehog signaling by cyclopamine disturbed the boundary, and zic1 expression expanded ventrally, suggesting that Hedgehog secreted from the notochord plays an important role in the boundary formation. We then explored how the Hedgehog signal from the notochord at the center of the body divides the somite into dorsal and ventral parts to the lateral surface, and found that a novel group of cells, called "boundary cells", mediate this process. Lineage tracing demonstrated that boundary cells are originally located near the notochord, laterally move to the surface of the trunk, and finally reside in the future zic-boundary. Furthermore, boundary cells are found to finally differentiate into the horizontal myoseptum. Development and migration of the boundary cells were found to be Hedgehog-and CXCR4-depedent, respectively. Zebrafish (Danio rerio) has a characteristic stripe pattern on their skin. This pattern is mainly composed of two types of pigment cells, black-pigmented melanophores and yellow-pigmented xanthophores. Normally, black and yellow regions are clearly separated and the boundaries are appreciable. Some resent studies have proved that, in the pattern formation process, melanophores escape from xanthophores in contact-dependent manner and coincidental membrane potential change of melanophore is essential for this escape behavior. In this study, to elucidate functions and molecular mechanisms of bioelectrical signal in the skin pattern formation, we tried to artificially control membrane potential of pigment cells by a light-gated cation channel Channelrhodopsin2 (ChR2). In ChR2 expressing cells, artificial depolarization is induced by blue light stimulation. The transgenic zebrafish expressing ChR2 in melanophores were reared in continuous blue light illumination and then showed impaired precise border formation and destruction of the normal stripe pattern. In vitro analysis demonstrates that blue light stimulated transgenic melanophores exhibited hyperactivation of cellular movement and enhancement of actin polymerization. These data suggest that depolarization of membrane potential is just sufficient to induce melanopohre movement. Finally, we tried to artificially control of skin pattern formation by using this technique. The transgenic fishes were grown in blue light for early stage of pattern formation and the normal stripe pattern was disturbed. Then in late stage, they were transferred into dark condition and encouraged to re-construction of pattern. Resulting labyrinth-like
